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looking at the working of the mind from the point of view
of its intellectual content, one stresses the importance of
intellectual attitudes, but when considering the mani-
festation of such attitudes, one finds they are held with
more or less emotional f ervour and proportionately influence
conduct.
If, then,' the drive' for conduct comes from our emotional
energy, it follows that great effort should be made by all
educators to encourage the development of a strong senti-
ment of love towards worthy ends. How the development
is to be achieved is to some extent a matter of opinion.
If it is indeed true that * we needs must love the highest
when we see it', then the whole duty of the teacher is to
train a child in intellectual and physical vision. And,
indeed, most selfish or cruel actions seem to show lack of
imagination rather than a direct love of self or pleasure in
cruelty. In other words, ignorance is the cause of more
evil than bad feeling.
Nevertheless, there are the people who see the right
course, but are either too selfish or, more likely, too in-
different to take it. Life is so full of multitudinous things
to do and daily routine is so binding that unless there is
strong internal compulsion we Jog along, more or less
happily, and leave undone many things that we know we
ought to do, justifying ourselves on the grounds that they
are not our concern ; indeed, we find any reason that will
pacify our consciences.
Now in such cases we do not refrain because our sense of
values, or, in other words, our intellectual judgement
against action* but because we have not sufficient
to overcome resistance. Many people would say,
that it was * win * that was weak arid we must consider
what that implies in the next chapter. But the reader
will find that careful consideration will at least give him
positive evidence tfeat when lie feetk strongly lie acts on hi$

